The hippocampal formation is essential for forming declarative representations of the relationships among multiple stimuli. The rodent hippocampal formation, including the entorhinal cortex and subicular complex, is critical for spatial memory. 
INTRODUCTION
The hippocampal formation is an essential brain substrate for declarative memories of multiple stimuli and the relationships among them (Eichenbaum, 1999; Zola et al., 2000) . Considerable empirical data indicate the importance of the rodent hippocampal formation for spatial memory (Morris et al., 1982; Jarrard, 1993) . Two types of neurons with firing patterns related to spatial behavior have been found within the hippocampal formation. The discharge of a place cell is best associated with the spatial location of the animal. The place cell exhibits its peak discharge when the animal occupies that cell's "place field," a particular subregion of the larger environment (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) . Head direction (HD) cells (Taube, 1998) encode directional heading, with each HD cell firing when the rat's head is oriented in a particular "preferred firing direction." Hippocampal place cells and HD cells may be interactive components of a brain circuit that guides navigation (McNaughton et al., 1996; Taube, 1998) .
Both landmarks and internal cues (e.g., vestibular, motor efference copy) influence spatial memory and navigation (Landeau et al., 1984; Etienne et al., 1996; McNaughton et al., 1996; Whishaw and Gorny, 1999) . In general, when familiar landmarks are not available, such as in the dark or in a novel location, navigation (or path integration) depends on any available cues. For example, a rodent can return directly to its home nest after a circuitous outward journey in complete darkness, by integrating vestibular and other self-motion cues of the outbound trip (Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt, 1980; Etienne et al., 1985) . Repeated "disorientation" of rats disrupted spatial learning in an appetitive radial-arm maze task Martin et al., 1997 ), but did not impair learning in the Morris water maze task. Repeated disorientation may have disrupted the rats' ability to form a representation of the goal location with respect to extramaze cues Martin et al., 1997) . Lesions of the vestibular system impair: 1) a rat's ability to return to a goal location following passive transport (Miller et al., 1983) ; 2) spontaneous alternation (Potegal et al., 1977) ; 3) navigation in the absence of a visual landmark (Stackman and Herbert, 2002) ; and 4) spatial learning in a radial-arm maze task (Ossenkopp and Hargreaves, 1993) . The results from studies of vestibularlesioned animals indicate that the lesion causes deficits that are not simply a consequence of motor impairment or due to a lack of attention or motivation. Collectively, these results indicate an important contribution of the vestibular system to hippocampal-dependent spatial memory and navigation.
Place and HD cell activity are also influenced by both external and internal cues, although landmarks are believed to exert greater influence over the spatially tuned activity (Quirk et al., 1990; Goodridge and Taube, 1995) . Place and HD cell activity is preserved in the absence of external cues, even despite blindness or deafness (Hill and Best, 1981; Goodridge et al., 1998) . Therefore, internal self-motion cues also play an important role in influencing the spatial firing properties of hippocampal neurons (Foster et al., 1989; Taube and Burton, 1995; Knierim et al., 1998) . Indeed, vestibular stimulation activates the hippocampal formation (Horii et al., 1994; Vitte et al., 1996) , influences hippocampal place cell activity (Sharp et al., 1995) , and influences navigation in humans (Telford et al., 1995) . Finally, lesions of the vestibular apparatus abolish the directional firing of anterior thalamic neurons (Stackman and and impair spatial memory, as outlined above. Therefore, vestibular input to the hippocampus may be critical for spatial navigation and for updating brain representations of spatial information (McNaughton et al., 1996; Smith, 1997) . To test this assumption, we examined the spatial firing of hippocampal neurons before and after reversible inactivation of the vestibular system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and Training
Subjects were 13 female Long-Evans rats, weighing 250 -300 g at the beginning of the experiment. Rats were maintained on a food-restricted diet (15-20 g/day) and housed separately in suspended wire mesh cages. Tap water was available ad libitum. All training, unit screening, and recording occurred during sessions in which the rats foraged for food pellets in a cylindrical apparatus (76 cm diameter, 51 cm high). A black floor-to-ceiling curtain enclosure (2 m diameter) surrounded the cylinder, and four uniformly arranged overhead DC lamps provided illumination. A color video camera (Sony XC-711) was centered above the cylinder 3 m from the floor surface. The cylinder was placed on a sheet of gray photographic backdrop paper. A white cue card attached to the inside wall of the cylinder, occupying approximately 100°of arc, served as a visual landmark. Rats received at least 5 training trials (1 trial/ day), during which food pellets (20 mg, P.J. Noyes, Lancaster, NH) were thrown randomly into the cylinder. By the completion of training, rats engaged in nearly continuous food pellet search behavior over the entire floor of the cylinder. All procedures involving the rats were performed in compliance with institutional standards as set forth by the National Institutes of Health's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the Society for Neuroscience.
Electrode Implantation
Rats were stereotaxically implanted with a single 10-wire advanceable microelectrode array directed at area CA1 of hippocampus (n ϭ 10), or the postsubiculum (n ϭ 3). Electrode construction and implantation techniques used were similar to that described previously (Taube et al., 1990) . Briefly, each electrode array consisted of a bundle of 10 25-m diameter nichrome wires (California Fine Wire Co., Grover City, CA), insulated except at the tips. The wire bundle was passed through a 26-gauge stainless steel cannula, and each wire attached to a modified 11-pin Augat connector. The electrode array could be advanced in the dorsoventral plane, with three screws attached to the electrode's acrylic base . Upon habituation to the cylindrical apparatus and adequate foraging behavior, each rat was anaesthetized with a ketamine-xylazine mixture (2 ml/kg, i.m.) and stereotaxically implanted with an electrode array. Electrode coordinates, with respect to bregma, were: CA1, anterior/posterior, 3.0 mm; medial/ lateral, ϩ2.8 mm; ventral, 1.7 mm from the cortical surface; Postsubiculum, anterior/posterior Ϫ6.6 mm; medial/lateral, ϩ2.8 mm; ventral, 1.6 mm from the cortical surface (Paxinos and Watson, 1998 ). Jeweler's screws placed in the skull plates over the cerebellar cortex, parietal cortex, and frontal cortex, and dental cement, anchored the electrode assembly in place. All procedures were conducted according to an institutionally approved animal care protocol. All surgical procedures were conducted under aseptic conditions, and the rats were allowed a 1-week postoperative recovery interval before single-unit screening commenced.
Single-Unit Recording
Electrophysiological methods were identical to those described previously . All recording procedures were conducted while the rats freely moved about a wooden cylindrical apparatus described previously (Taube et al., 1990; Stackman and Taube, 1997) . The cylinder contained a single polarizing white cue card covering ϳ100°of the cylinder wall and was present in a fixed position (3 o'clock) at all times. Food pellets (20 mg, P.J. Noyes) were dropped randomly into the cylinder to encourage movement of rats. The recording cable included a red LED that was positioned over the rat's snout, a green LED positioned over the rat's back, and operational amplifiers connected in sourcefollower configuration. Single units were isolated using window discriminators (BAK Electronics, Inc., Germantown, MD), monitored on an oscilloscope (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR), and timestamped. Spike data were integrated with data regarding the position of the rat derived from the X and Y coordinates of the recording cable LEDs generated from a dual-spot video tracking unit (Ebtronics, Brooklyn, NY). Complex-spike and theta cell waveforms were verified by several criteria, as defined by Ranck (1973) . After isolating a place cell, theta cell, or HD cell, the cell's activity was recorded over at least two 16-min (8 min for HD cells) sessions separated by 24 h, to verify stability of the signal. During baseline recording sessions, most place and HD cells were recorded during sessions in which we examined the stimulus control exerted by the polarizing cue card of the cylinder. The amount of control the cue card exerted was assessed by determining the extent to which rotation of the cue card shifted the location of place fields or the preferred firing direction of HD cells. If stable (i.e., 1) pre-
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served place field or preferred firing direction, 2) consistent unit waveform characteristics, and 3) similar peak firing rates across recording sessions), the rat was prepared for vestibular inactivation. Once begun, if the isolation of a unit was ever lost, or in question, that experiment was terminated. For one rat, hippocampal EEG records were acquired simultaneous with single-unit recordings. Hippocampal EEG was differentially recorded against the recording system ground. EEG signals were bandpass-filtered (1-30 Hz) and acquired on the audio channel of videotapes for off-line analyses. EEG traces were acquired by passing the audio channel data into an oscilloscope (Hameg, Oceanside, CA). Representative traces were stored on a Pentium computer interfaced with the oscilloscope. Placement of electrodes within the CA1 hippocampus or postsubiculum was verified by histological analysis.
Inactivation of the Vestibular Apparatus
Blockade of neuronal activity within the vestibular apparatus was produced by bilateral transtympanic injection of tetrodotoxin (TTX) (12.5 l of 0.6 mM, dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline; Sigma, St. Louis, MO), under Brevital anesthesia (50 mg/kg, i.p.). Injections were made using a 25-l Hamilton syringe. TTX produces a near immediate, but transient, abolition of neural activity within cranial nerve VIII (Beitz et al., 1995) , and behavioral changes commensurate with those observed following bilateral labyrinthectomies or transtympanic injection of the vestibular toxin, sodium arsanilate (i.e., head dorsiflexion, a failure of contact-righting, flattened posture with forelimbs and hindlimbs abducted, increased tendency to locomote backwards, and hyperreactivity to handling; Horn et al., 1981; Hunt et al., 1987; Kaufman et al., 1992) . The transtympanic TTX injection procedure was also used to examine the anatomical and electrophysiological effects in the cochlear nucleus following VIIIth cranial nerve blockade in the chick (Canady and Rubel, 1992) and gerbil (Pasic and Rubel, 1989) . We found the transtympanic injection of TTX in rats to be an efficient and reliable method of inactivating the vestibular system. Following transtympanic TTX, it is possible to determine whether the toxin caused only unilateral inactivation rather than bilateral, as the animal will roll its head, and move in a circular pattern, in the direction of the inactivated side. In case of a unilateral TTX inactivation, the opposite side is injected again to produce a complete bilateral vestibular inactivation. In all cases, after initial bilateral injections of TTX, we observed vestibular dysfunction that was indistinguishable from that of injections of sodium arsanilate.
During recovery from Brevital anesthesia (20 -50 min postinjection), most rats engaged in vigorous motoric behaviors, including forward and backward circling, writhing or rolling of their bodies along the anterior-posterior axis, rapid horizontal angular head movements, falling onto their lateral flanks when attempting to walk, and "wet dog shakes." By 1 h postinjection, all rats had recovered from the Brevital anesthesia and walked around the cylinder floor in an upright position without falling. During the 1-h postinjection recording session, TTX-treated rats were mildly ataxic (see section on Locomotor Activity below). This ataxia and other abnormal motor movements had subsided by 12 h postinjection. We assessed vestibular function before each recording session by the contact-righting test. The contact-righting test is sensitive to vestibular dysfunction induced both surgically and by transtympanic injection of sodium arsanilate (Chen et al., 1986; Ossenkopp et al., 1990; Shoham et al., 1989; Stackman and Taube, 1997) . For our purposes, it was important to employ a method to assess labyrinthine righting that limited the possibility of disturbing the hippocampal microdrive/electrode arrays. The contact-righting test requires placing the rat supine on a tabletop surface and bringing a Plexiglas surface into gentle contact with the ventral surface of the rat's feet. Intact rats will rapidly right themselves upon making contact with the second surface. In contrast, rats with lesions or inactivation of the vestibular system will not right themselves, but will "walk" about under the Plexiglas surface while in the supine position. Following recovery from the anesthetic, cell activity and the rat's vestibular function were monitored at 1, 4, and 12 h postinjection, and then at 12-h intervals until the rat exhibited complete recovery of vestibular function, as assessed by the contact-righting test.
Analysis of Electrophysiological Data
To determine whether a given hippocampal unit exhibited location-specific activity, color-coded place by firing rate maps were constructed for each recording session (Muller et al., 1987) . The place field of a place cell was defined as a conglomerate of at least nine contiguous pixels with a firing rate above the mean firing rate. Quantitative measures of place cell firing were overall mean firing rate and mean firing rate within the firing field. Measures of location-specificity for cell firing were: 1) spatial coherence , which measures the orderliness of discharge within and outside the place field, calculated by pairing firing rate of a given pixel with the mean firing rate of its eight contiguous neighboring pixels, with a final correlation value computed from all pairs; and 2) information content (Skaggs et al., 1993) , a quantitative measure of the amount of information conveyed by each spike. Information content is thought of as a measure of the degree to which cell firing can predict the animal's location in the cylinder. An information content value of 0 reflects no correlation between the rat's location and cell firing; a value approaching or greater than 1 indicates a strong positive correlation between location and firing rate. Autocorrelation histograms provide an indication of whether neuronal firing is modulated in a rhythmic manner, as is typical for hippocampal theta cells. Autocorrelation histograms were constructed by summing the number of times a spike occurred within each 1-ms interval from 0 -350 ms, given the occurrence of a spike at time 0. The ordinate of each graph represents the number of spikes that occurred in each 1-ms interval during a 16-min recording session, and is expressed in Hertz. All HD cells were recorded during 8-min sessions, and firing rates by HD tuning functions were constructed for each cell, using procedures described previously (Taube et al., 1990; Stackman and Taube, 1997) .
RESULTS
Vestibular Function
In all 10 cases, transtympanic injection of TTX produced vestibular dysfunction, as measured by the contact-righting test (Chen et al., 1986; Shoham et al., 1989; Stackman and Taube, 1997) . Vestibular dysfunction was judged to be bilateral if the rat failed to contact-right, showed bilateral circling behavior, and showed no obvious torsion or roll of the head towards one side of the body (as observed following unilateral vestibular lesion). All rats failed to contact-right at 1 h postinjection, and did not recover this vestibular behavior before 48 h postinjection. The time of recovery of contact-righting varied in each case (range, 48 -72 h postinjection). During the 1-h postinjection session, TTX-treated rats tended to locomote in a forward circular pattern (in both directions), and were more apt to walk close to the cylinder walls (thigmotaxis) than in the center of the cylinder. However, the maps of Figure 1 clearly show that locomotor behavior was not confined to the walls; for the most part, all rats moved over the entire floor surface during the post-1-h sessions.
All treated rats also displayed postural changes consistent with those reported following bilateral surgical labyrinthectomies, or sodium arsanilate treatment. These behavioral changes included head dorsiflexion, rapid oscillatory head movements in the yaw plane, flattened posture with abducted limbs, hyperreactivity to handling, increased circling behavior (both ipsi-and contralateral), and increased tendency to locomote backwards. Further, when lifted by the base of the tail from a horizontal surface, normal, vestibular-intact rats extend their forelimbs towards the horizontal surface. Exhibition of such a "landing" posture is considered dependent on the vestibular system (Selye, 1957; Hunt et al., 1987) . Vestibular-lesioned rats often exhibit a deficient "landing" response, where they will curl their body ventrally around and towards their tail. We noted a similar failure of this "landing" posture in TTX-treated rats during assessments made when transferring rats to and from their home cages. The profile of behavioral changes we observed following bilateral transtympanic injection TTX was consistent with that reported following sodium arsanilate administration or surgical labyrinthectomy Wu, 1936, 1937; Horn et al., 1981; Chen et al., 1986; Hunt et al., 1987; Shoham et al., 1989; Stackman and Taube, 1997) . Finally, all rats appeared to fully recover vestibular function, as assessed by the contact-righting test and from our observations of their behavior. We defined "recovery" as the postlesion time at which rats exhibited a recovery of contact-righting, the lack of postural abnormalities associated with vestibular dysfunction, and the recovery of the "landing" posture when held by the tail, as described above. The recovery interval varied across rats from 48 -72 h postinjection.
Place Cells
Individual hippocampal CA1 neurons were recorded from rats moving freely about a cylindrical arena, foraging for food pellets. After recording baseline activity, rats received bilateral transtympanic injections of TTX (Beitz et al., 1995) under Brevital anesthesia. At 1 h postinactivation, all rats displayed behavioral sequelae characteristic of bilateral lesion of the vestibular apparatus. Two rats received bilateral transtympanic injections of 12.5 l of 0.9% sterile saline as a control for nonspecific effects of inactivation. During recovery from anesthesia, the isolation of two place cells was lost, probably due to the vigorous motor responses elicited during the first 30 min after injection, while under the influence of vestibular inactivation. The data shown below were collected from cells for which unit isolation was maintained over the entire experiment, from baseline through recovery of vestibular function.
Vestibular inactivation disrupted the location-specific firing of hippocampal place cells. The place fields of all ten hippocampal cells (Fig. a-j) were severely degraded at 1 h postinjection, as compared to each respective baseline session. Place cell activity remained disrupted for a period of 36 -72 h postinjection. Despite disruption of baseline place fields (in particular, Fig. 1b-h ), some hippocampal cells exhibited nonrandom firing patterns during vestibular inactivation. For example at 24 h postinjection, the cells in Figure 1a ,i exhibited elevated firing in two locations, and cells in Fig. 1c,d ,f,h,i had circular or crescent-shaped firing fields. Although many of the hippocampal neurons exhibited nonrandom patterns of firing after vestibular inactivation, these firing patterns were dramatically different from place fields in normal intact rats and could not be defined as place fields according to our working definition.
Given the consistency and stability of cell waveforms (e.g., Fig.  1k ), we are confident that electrical isolation of each cell was maintained over the course of inactivation. It is relevant to note the waveform traces of Figure 1k were acquired during the recording of the cell depicted in Figure 1c . In spite of its consistent waveforms over the course of the experiment, the place field of this cell exhibited a Ϫ120°shift in position upon recovery, as compared to the baseline session (see below for recovery results). Complex-spike firing patterns, characteristic of hippocampal CA1 neurons, were present during vestibular inactivation (see Fig. 1l ), suggesting that hippocampal network properties were preserved in the absence of vestibular input. Place cell activity was not disrupted by transtympanic injections of saline: spatial coherence, information content, and peak firing rate measures did not change appreciably following saline injections, and place fields remained stable in these animals for several days postinjection (data not shown). Vestibular inactivation significantly decreased place cell spatial coherence (Fig. 2a) (F(5,45) ϭ 18.19, P Ͻ 0.0001), and spatial information content (F(5,45) ϭ 4.89, P Ͻ 0.01), but did not affect place cell peak firing rate (F(5,45) ϭ 1.21, n.s.) or average firing rate (F(5,45) ϭ 0.90, n.s.). Although auditory function was disrupted by tympanic membrane perforation and blockade of auditory hair cell activity, hearing loss is unlikely to have influenced place fields, because location-specific firing remained intact in saline-injected control rats and in deaf rats (Hill and Best, 1981) .
Locomotor Activity
Vestibular inactivation did not disrupt rats' ability to move about the cylinder and retrieve food pellets (Fig. 2b) . All TTXinjected rats continued to forage for and consume food pellets 294 STACKMAN ET AL. throughout the entire postinjection period. However, at 1 h after TTX injection, we observed mild but significant ataxia. As shown in Figure 2b , TTX treatment caused a decrease in mean cumulative distance traveled, and in speed of movement (distance, (F(5,30) ϭ 4.50, P Ͻ 0.05; speed, F(5,30) ϭ 7.62, P Ͻ 0.05). This motor deficit was transient, as it was not observed at any other time point. Moreover, whatever motor deficits were apparent at 1 h postinjection had recovered well before the recovery of location-specific firing in place cells. During the first 12 h of vestibular inactivation, rats tended to display mild thigmotaxis, spending more time exploring the region of cylinder floor in near proximity to the wall. However, the place by firing rate maps (Fig. 1) clearly indicate that nearly all cylinder locations were still sampled by rats before and after TTX injection, including the 1-h postinjection time point. In short, rats under the influence of vestibular inactivation continued to locomote about the entire floor surface. Further, since all place fields but one were located adjacent to the cylinder wall during baseline sessions, mild thigmotaxis under vestibular inactivation did not disrupt visits to "former" place field locations. In sum, since hippocampal place coding did not recover until 48 -72 h postinactivation, it is unlikely that this brief alteration in locomotor behavior contributed significantly to the disruption of locationspecific firing.
Recovery
Location-specific firing recovered approximately coincident with the restoration of vestibular function. However, place fields were often altered upon recovery (Fig. 1a-j) . For each cell, we defined recovery as the respective post-TTX recording session at which there was complete restoration of the contact-righting reflex and other vestibular-related behaviors (as defined above). As shown, many cells showed some recovery of spatially selective firing at 48 h postinactivation. Although we monitored place cell activity at 12-h intervals (activity is shown only at 24-h intervals in Fig. 1) , it appeared that robust location-specific firing only returned once the rat showed a completely normal contact-righting reflex. However, monitoring place cell activity and contact-righting at intervals shorter than 12 h, along with applying quantitative measures to these parameters, would be necessary to firmly establish a tight correlation between the two parameters.
Four different patterns of place field location were observed at recovery: 1) no shift; the place field remained in the same position as in the baseline session, 2) angular shift; the place field underwent an angular shift compared to the baseline session, 3) radial shift; the place field shifted radially compared to the baseline session, and 4) full remapping; the place field shifted both angularly and radially compared to the baseline session. Figure 2c depicts the distribution of these four observed consequences and shows that the most common response was a shift in place field location (n ϭ 6). In 4 of these 6 cases, the place field remapped upon recovery (Fig. 1f-h,j) . For the 2 other cases, upon recovery, one place field shifted angularly (Fig. 1c) , while the other place field shifted radially (Fig. 1b) . The cross-correlations between baseline and recovery conditions for cells that remapped were 0.36, 0.43, 0.45, and 0.64. For the two cells with shifted place fields upon recovery, the cross-correlations were 0.90 for the cell that exhibited a Ϫ120°shift in its place field, and 0.59 for the cell that exhibited a radial shift in its place 
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field. In contrast, upon recovery, the remaining four cells had place fields that matched those observed during baseline (Fig. 1a,d ,e,i), with a mean cross-correlation of 0.88 Ϯ 0.02 (range, 0.84 -0.93). These cells exhibited shifts in their fields of 0°, 12°, Ϫ18°, and Ϫ6°, respectively, between baseline and recovery sessions. In two cases, two place cells were simultaneously recorded prior to, and over the course of, TTX-induced vestibular inactivation from the same rat. The place fields of the first pair (Fig. 1a,b) underwent a similar degree of TTX-induced disruption, and the place fields appeared to recover to within 12°of their baseline locations. The plane fields of the second pair of cells (Fig. 1c,g ) were equally disrupted during the vestibular inactivation, and both fields exhibited a rotational shift upon recovery (cell c ϭ 120°shift; cell g ϭ 174°shift). These data suggest that rather than TTX inducing an individual cell to remap or angularly shift its place field, the vestibular inactivation produced a more generalized disruption of hippocampal spatial mapping.
Two rats underwent a second vestibular inactivation after new place cells were isolated 1 month later. We did not find any commonality in the degree to which place fields were altered upon recovery of vestibular inactivation between the first and second vestibular inactivation. Specifically, for one animal, no shift in place field location was observed after the first inactivation, but a new place cell exhibited a radial shift after the second inactivation. For the other animal, an angular shift was observed after the first inactivation, while no shift in place field location was observed after the second inactivation. Therefore, it is unlikely that the manner is which place fields respond to vestibular inactivation (e.g., angular shift, remapping) is common to individual animals.
Theta Cells
We also investigated the influence of vestibular inactivation on the activity of 14 hippocampal theta cells. Theta cells of the hippocampus 1) are putative interneurons located within the stratum oriens; 2) discharge at a characteristic 4 -12-Hz firing pattern; and 3) exhibit firing rates that are correlated with locomotor behaviors (Ranck, 1973) and minimally influenced by spatial location . The observed mean spatial coherence of theta cells during baseline sessions, 0.22 Ϯ 0.03 (range, 0.03-0.47), was considerably lower than that for place cells (0.62 Ϯ 0.05), although significantly different from zero (t(13) ϭ 7.74, P Ͻ 0.001). Vestibular inactivation caused little change in the spatial properties of theta cell firing (Fig. 3a,c) , and theta cell spatial coherence was not altered over the course of inactivation, (F(5,65) ϭ 1.38, n.s.). Vestibular inactivation also did not influence theta cell peak firing rates (F(5,65) ϭ 2.12, n.s.) or average firing rates (F(5,65) ϭ 0.97, n.s.). Autocorrelograms (i.e., Fig. 3b,d ), constructed to reveal the temporal characteristics of theta cell activity, indicated that rhythmic discharge was disrupted during inactivation for eight cells (Fig.  3d) , and maintained for six cells (Fig. 3b) . These data suggest the presence of two distinct populations of theta cells, one sensitive, and one resistant, to vestibular inactivation. In two cases, both types of theta cells were recorded simultaneously from the same animal. Hippocampal theta cells have been classified as theta On and theta Off, depending on their sensitivity or resistance to cholinergic drugs and medial septal inactivation (Smythe et al., 1991) . It is not known whether the different sensitivities of theta cells to vestibular inactivation correspond to these two cell classes. Rhythmic firing properties were restored consummate with recovery of vestibular function.
Representative EEG traces were acquired during each recording session for one theta cell (Fig. 3e) . Baseline (Pre) traces revealed an increased rhythmic theta activity during episodes of walking as compared to episodes of immobility (Fig. 3e) . This pattern of EEG activity is consistent with previous reports of hippocampal theta cells (Ranck, 1973; Kubie et al., 1990) , and was preserved, for the most part, during (24 h) and following vestibular inactivation (Recovery; Fig. 3e ). Theta rhythm was also evident in the EEG record of a second rat, at 12 and 24 h following vestibular inactivation. The preservation of movement-related hippocampal theta during vestibular inactivation is consistent with previous reports of intact movement-related hippocampal theta activity in vestibular-deficient rodents (Frederickson et al., 1982; Shoham et al., 1989) .
Head Direction Cells
Transtympanic TTX also disrupted the directional firing of three postsubicular cells. Head direction (HD) cell activity was disrupted 1 h after inactivation, and recovered with the restoration of vestibular function (48 -72 h postinjection). The preferred firing direction of two HD cells shifted upon recovery (30°and 96°; Fig. 4a-c) , suggesting that vestibular inactivation caused some retuning among HD cells. The disruption of directional activity during vestibular inactivation is consistent with our previous report that permanent vestibular lesion abolished anterior thalamic HD cell activity . We did not attempt to record both hippocampal place cells and HD cells simultaneously; therefore, we do not know whether place and HD cells undergo coincident remapping/reorientation.
DISCUSSION
Many studies have demonstrated that the hippocampus plays a critical role in spatial memory (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Jarrard, 1993; Whishaw and Maaswinkel, 1998; O'Keefe, 1999) . Rodent and primate hippocampal neurons discharge with respect to spatial information (location and head direction; Rolls and O'Mara, 1995; Robertson et al., 1998) , as well as nonspatial information (e.g., cue match/nonmatch; Colombo and Gross, 1994; Deadwyler et al., 1996; Wood et al., 1999) . As outlined above, substantial research indicates that external cues or landmarks influence place cells, HD cells, and navigation. Recent data support the notion that in the absence of landmarks, internal (self-motion) cues also influence place cell and HD cell activity, suggesting a hierarchical involvement of external over internal cues. The precise involvement of self-motion cues in the firing of hippocampal place cells is less certain. Tight restraint of a rat within the place field of a hippocampal neuron causes a marked decline in location-specific firing, however if the rat is loosely restrained, location-specific firing recovers (Foster et al., 1989) . These data suggest that hippocampal spatial representations require a "preparedness for movement signal." However, Gavrilov et al. (1998) recently showed that location-specific hippocampal neuronal firing is intact in rats that are gently restrained and passively transported about an enclosure. Taken together, these data indicate that multiple sources of movement-associated cues influence place cells, yet active motion may not be essential for the firing of hippocampal place cells. Importantly, the present data demonstrate that the capacity of the hippocampal formation to encode location-specific firing requires vestibular input. A consideration to note is that Hill and Best (1981) administered neomycin sulfate to rats daily for 40 -60 days in order to produce deafness and reported that location-specific firing persisted in hippocampal place cells. Neomycin sulfate is known to be toxic to cochlear hair cells (Leake and Hradek, 1988; Lowenheim et al., 1999) , and because of their similarity and close proximity to vestibular hair cells, the drug could also have been toxic to them. If there was a loss of vestibular hair cells following neomycin sulfate treatment, then to be consistent with the results reported here, one would expect a disruption of location-specific firing following neomycin sulfate treatment. Unfortunately, Hill and Best (1981) did not assess vestibular function, although they reported that drugtreated rats performed well on a working memory task conducted on an elevated radial-arm maze. This finding suggests that vestibular functions may have been intact, since vestibular-lesioned rats exhibit difficulties traversing elevated radial mazes that have open (nonenclosed) arms (R.W. Stackman, unpublished results), and because other studies involving vestibular lesions reported impaired performance on a similar task (Ossenkopp and Hargreaves, 1993) . In sum, without confirmation that vestibular function was compromised by neomycin sulfate treatment, the findings of Hill and Best (1981) can be considered consistent with our results.
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Vestibular inactivation disrupted place and HD cell activity despite the presence of the cylinder cue card, suggesting that vestibular input is a requirement for hippocampal spatial representations. Thus, in contrast to the notion that internal cues support location-specific firing only in the absence of external landmarks, our data suggest that hippocampal neurons may be continually monitoring vestibular input to maintain a current representation of spatial orientation. It is important to note that the principal locus of effect of vestibular inactivation is considerably distant from the hippocampus. Transtympanic TTX causes a neuronal blockade of peripheral vestibular activity. The consequence of inactivation of the vestibular end organs, and the resulting alteration in brain-stem vestibular nuclei activity, likely influence the tone of vestibular signals conveyed to the hippocampus. A consequence of the deprivation of vestibular input to the hippocampus may be impaired processing of spatial information.
We previously reported that permanent lesions of the vestibular apparatus abolish HD cell activity in anterior thalamic nuclei . It is possible that the loss of HD cell activity in postsubiculum contributes to the impaired locationspecific firing of place cells during vestibular inactivation. However, this possibility is unlikely, since bilateral lesions of either the anterior dorsal thalamus or postsubiculum do not abolish locationspecific firing of hippocampal place cells (Dudchenko et al., 1995; Archey et al., 1997) . It is also unlikely that the loss of locationspecific firing is attributed to changes in locomotor behavior or in theta cell activity. First, normal motor behavior returned well before (at least 24 h) the recovery of location-specific firing. Second, although theta cell activity was disrupted in about half the theta cells recorded, other studies have shown that suppression of theta cell activity by either medial septal inactivation (Mizumori et al., 1989; Brazhnik et al., 1995) , or intraventricular injection of a cholinergic antagonist (scopolamine; Brazhnik et al., 1994) , does not abolish location-specific firing in place cells, although application of scopolamine will reduce the place cell's in-field firing rate.
It is possible that the inactivation of the vestibular apparatus causes dizziness and motion sickness in treated rats, which leads to disorientation and, in turn, disrupts the location-specific firing of hippocampal neurons. Manipulation of the vestibular system has been demonstrated to cause aversive symptoms in animals. For example, bilateral TTX-induced inactivation of brain-stem vestibular nuclei is an effective substitute unconditioned stimulus for taste aversion learning in rats (Ballesteros and Gallo, 2000) . In causing similar aversive distress and disorientation symptoms, transtympanic TTX may have prevented the normal expression of place fields in the familiar cylinder environment. Although we did not test whether our TTX-treated rats were disoriented by having them perform a spatial task, other studies have shown that vestibular-lesioned rats are impaired on two different spatial tasks (Potegal et al., 1977; Ossenkopp and Hargreaves, 1993) . Of course, an animal can be impaired on a spatial task without being disoriented, so these behavioral data do not provide information on the extent to which these animals were disoriented.
It is possible that a general illness experienced by rats after vestibular inactivation caused the rats to fail to attend to the familiar cue card, or experience it as an unstable landmark. If the rats perceived the cue card as unstable, one might have expected a deterioration of location-specific firing, or place fields that continually drifted around the cylinder. We examined the latter possibility by dividing 16-min recording sessions acquired during vestibular inactivation into four nonoverlapping 4-min sessions, and plotting firing rate by location maps for each. If a place field were present but perpetually drifting, we would expect to see evidence of the field in the 4-min session maps. We did not find any evidence for drifting fields using this procedure (data not shown). Further, all rats demonstrated that they used the cue card as a landmark prior to vestibular inactivation, because in cue card rotation experiments conducted prior to TTX-injections, we found that place fields shifted an amount similar to that of the rotation of the cue card. Thus, before inactivation, all rats demonstrated the use of the cue card as a polarizing stimulus for orientation. Clearly, this capacity was not intact during inactivation of the vestibular system. We cannot rule out, however, that the ill effects of vestibular inactivation either distracted the animals from using the cue as a landmark, or distorted their perception of the cue card so that it prevented them from using it as a landmark. Although illness remains a possible explanation for our data, we have no direct evidence that the rats were nauseous, distressed, or even disoriented because of the vestibular inactivation. Furthermore, TTX-treated rats did not exhibit appreciable loss of body weight during vestibular inactivation, suggesting that any consequence of the inactivation did not interrupt their normal feeding patterns.
It is possible that with permanent loss of vestibular function, compensatory mechanisms would eventually enable the rats to perceive the cue as stable, thus allowing some recovery of place cell activity. However, we previously reported that permanent vestibular lesions caused a lasting disruption of HD cell firing . The rats in that study had had considerable preand postlesion experience with the same cylinder and cue card; however, HD cell firing did not show any sign of recovery over the several months of postlesion evaluation.
The possibility that compensatory mechanisms following longterm vestibular dysfunction might lead to a restoration of locationspecific firing cannot be ruled out in the present study. Humans with bilateral loss of vestibular function generally exhibit some degree of recovery of spatial function postlesion and do not report being disoriented under well-lit conditions in the presence of familiar landmarks. This recovery is often attributed to a compensatory reliance upon visual cues, as the deficits return if the subjects are tested in the dark or in the absence of familiar landmarks (Beritoff, 1966) . Ossenkopp and Hargreaves (1993) reported that spatial learning is impaired in rats tested 1 week after vestibular lesioning. We recently examined the long-term effects of vestibular lesions on spatial learning and memory. The results of our studies (Stackman and Herbert, 2002) demonstrated that lesions of the vestibular system did not impair acquisition of a spatial navigation task when a visible landmark was present. However, vestibularlesioned rats were markedly impaired during probe trials when the polarizing visual cue was removed. In contrast, the performance of control rats was spared during these no cue card probe trials. These data argue that despite the disorienting effects of the lesion, vestibular-deficient rats retain the ability to use a visual cue as a landmark to guide spatial behavior. It is interesting to note that impairment of navigation in the absence of a visual cue is consistent with clinical reports of humans with bilateral vestibular dysfunction (Beritoff, 1966; Pozzo et al., 1991; Brookes et al., 1993) . Together, our data and those of others (Potegal et al., 1977) indicate that vestibular-lesioned rats exhibit persistent cognitive impairments on spatial navigational tasks, which are not a consequence of a lack of attention or of locomotor deficits.
Circular or Crescent-Shaped Firing Fields During Vestibular Inactivation
It is noteworthy that several hippocampal cells exhibited a firing rate distribution that could be characterized as a circular firing pattern during vestibular inactivation (Fig. 1a,c,d,f,h,i) . This pattern of firing during the 24-h and 48-h recording sessions corresponded with a propensity for thigmotaxic behavior, as determined from location by time plots generated for each cell (data not shown), however, the rats clearly moved about the entire floor surface, as indicated by the absence of significant nonsampled regions in the firing rate plots (Fig. 1, white pixels) . Interestingly, at the 1-h time point, when none of the cells exhibited crescent-or circular-shaped fields, location by time plots revealed thigmotaxic behavior for 5 of the 10 cells. Therefore, it is not clear whether thigmotaxic behavior relates directly to the observed crescent-or circular-shaped firing fields, since not all place cells fired at the periphery during thigmotaxic behavior. One possibility is that this firing pattern reflects the disorienting consequence of a loss of vestibular function. It is interesting to consider that vestibular inactivation may have caused the animals to become disoriented, which in turn led to the disruption of hippocampal place fields. Alternatively, vestibular inactivation may have led to the disruption of place fields, which in turn caused the animals to become disoriented. Of course, neither issue can be resolved from our data; nor is the neural substrate for the sensation of disorientation known. Furthermore, we have no evidence that the rats were truly disoriented after vestibular inactivation. It is conceivable that the inactivation of the vestibular system impaired the rat's ability to use the landmark cue to determine its location and bearing. Such a deficit might have caused decay in the precision of spatial firing to such a degree that the once-concise place fields became smeared into weakly firing, elongated crescent-shaped fields. Interestingly, McNaughton et al. (1995) theorized that hippocampal place cells 300 STACKMAN ET AL.
would adopt circular firing fields if directional input to the hippocampus were disrupted . Thus, one might conclude from our results that the disruption of place fields after vestibular inactivation is a secondary consequence of impaired HD cell activity. Again, as mentioned above, this conclusion is unlikely, since lesions to the postsubiculum or anterior dorsal thalamic nuclei (Dudchenko et al., 1995; Archey et al., 1997) fail to abolish hippocampal place cell activity.
Remapping
Place cells are considered to have undergone remapping when 1) most of the recorded place fields undergo a substantial shift in both angular and radial dimensions, 2) new place fields appear in locations where they were previously absent, or 3) a previously active place cell becomes quiescent or silent (Bostock et al., 1991; Knierim et al., 1995; Muller, 1996) . The finding that several place fields exhibited complete remapping, or an angular shift, upon recovery from vestibular inactivation was surprising, given that cell isolation remained consistent across each experiment (see Fig. 1k ). In other words, the change in place field location from baseline to recovery cannot be explained as a loss of the original cell isolation. One possibility is that vestibular inactivation may have served as a cue for place cells to remap upon recovery. Alternatively, repeated exposure to the cylinder environment under the influence of vestibular inactivation may have encouraged place fields to remap. During vestibular inactivation, rats may have perceived the environment as distinct from that of the baseline session, which in turn may have influenced the degree of remapping, or place field shift observed upon recovery. In short, vestibular inactivation may have disrupted the rat's use of familiar cylinder cues. When such conditions were experienced repeatedly during inactivation and as the animal recovered, a distinct set of stimuli may have driven hippocampal activity, causing the eventual emergence of a novel spatial representation. In fact, a similar explanation was offered for the complete remapping of hippocampal place cells when rats repeatedly experienced conflicting visuo-spatial cue information (Shapiro et al., 1997) .
Vestibular-Hippocampal Interaction
There is considerable neuroanatomical and neurophysiological support for vestibular-hippocampal interaction (reviewed in Smith, 1997) . Our present data suggest that such an interaction plays a functionally significant role in hippocampal processing of spatial information. Vestibular input to the hippocampus may update spatial representations as the animal moves, so that the representations reflect current body position (McNaughton et al., 1996; Smith, 1997) . Vestibular stimulation activates the hippocampal formation, parietal cortex, and retrosplenial cortex in humans (Vitte et al., 1996) and rats (Horii et al., 1994) , and modulates primate hippocampal neuronal activity (O'Mara et al., 1994) . Vestibular stimulation modulates rat hippocampal place cell activity (Sharp et al., 1995; Wiener et al., 1995; Bures et al., 1997) , hippocampal theta rhythm (Gavrilov et al., 1995) , and HD cell activity Blair and Sharp, 1996) . Recordings of place and HD cells following brief episodes of detectable and undetectable rotational stimulation indicate that vestibular information alone provides sufficient evidence to the animal that its position has changed. Thus, the hippocampus uses vestibular information (among other cues) to update representations of the animal's spatial orientation.
Neural network models of the place and HD cell systems include an angular velocity code that is necessary for the network to accurately track direction or location as the organism moves angularly or linearly. Several models propose that vestibular input is necessary for anterior thalamic HD cells to exhibit anticipatory firing, angular velocity modulation of HD cell firing, and the sustained firing of HD cells in the absence of visual input Touretzky and Redish, 1996) . A model of hippocampal spatial representations (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997) argues that the place cell (P) layer is influenced by a layer that integrates the output of the HD cell layer. Interestingly, their HD cell component, which is consistent with earlier models from the same laboratory (Skaggs et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 1996) , is directly influenced by rotation cells that integrate the output of angular velocity cells signals. Taken together, these neural models utilize a vestibular mechanism in order to enable the models to accurately represent an organism's moment-to-moment spatial location and directional heading.
Humans with bilateral vestibular deficits exhibit spatial impairments (Pozzo et al., 1991; Brookes et al., 1993; Grasso et al., 1996; Israel et al., 1997; Peruch et al., 1999 ) that may be a consequence of disturbed hippocampal coding of spatial information. Spatial navigation requires a perpetual integration of self-motion and landmark information in order to keep track of one's current location and directional heading. The present data indicate that vestibular-hippocampal interaction provides an important influence on hippocampal spatial representations, and support the view that accurate navigation is a consequence of the monitoring of internal self-motion cues and landmarks (McNaughton et al., 1996; O'Keefe, 1999) .
